**FLIGHT BAGS**

**SKY HIGH GEMINI**
The Gemini flight bag is a fully padded duffle designed to protect the pilot's important gear. It is made with full-sized compartment flaps, allowing easy organization of flight materials and access during flight - there is even a special stow-away pocket designed to hold most kneeboards. Everything is right where it should be - especially important during IFR flights. The center compartment has a double zipper opening with a padded quad modular divider to segment the compartment for custom organization and easy access.

P/N 13-04254 ................... $83.95

**SKY HIGH EXPLORER PRE FLIGHT POUCH**

Our preflight pouch is made of durable 600D Polyester. It is designed to organize and hold your basic items for your preflight – Mini Mag Size fuel, pen/pencil, pressure gauge, and piers or wrench. We have also included a grommet on the corner so you can attach a towel for wiping your hands clean. The Explorer will fit easily into any bag and has a Velcro strap to attach to your waist belt for convenience during the preflight.

P/N 13-00276 ................... $9.95

**PROFLIGHT STUDENT PILOT BAG**
The ProFlight Student Pilot bag is a great value! Black Cordura type material, carry strap. Great for students; use alone or as an accompaniment to your travel luggage. This bag is similar to the Jeppesen Student Pilot Bag in style and materials with multi side pockets. Size: (L)17" x (W)6" x (H)10" P/N 13-06280 ................... $29.95

**SCHYDEN LUGGAGE VERY LIGHT KIT ENSEMBLE**
The finest 3-piece flight crew luggage ensemble in the world. Manufactured in the USA using the finest materials and hardware available. Our ensemble is taller with a more slender profile (similar to that of a beverage cart) that allows you to slip down aisles of any aircraft to the flight deck with ease. Black.

VLK (Very Light Kit): • 12"H x 14"W x 5"D (2.8 lbs) • For pilots who have gone paperless • Perfect for pads, laptops, or both • Ample storage for headset, flashlights, water bottle and gear • Removable padded shoulder pad • 1 Exterior zipper pocket • 1 Interior zipped pocket • 2 Interior breathable mesh pockets • 2 Interior side elastic loops to hold gear • Interior key holder • Interior ID holder • Made with Invista® CORDURA® brand 1000 d water resistant nylon fabric up to 3x stronger and lasts up to 5x longer than standard polyester • Reliable and durable YKK® zippers and ITW Nexux® Buckles • Integrated Train Reaction™ luggage pouch connecting system (Patent Pending Ser#12/348,857).

Dimensions: 22.5. Weight: 13.2 Lbs. Limited lifetime warranty optional 5-Year NQA warranty upgrade. P/N 13-14968 ................... $599.00

Embroidery ........................................ $599.00

P/N 13-14972 ................... $20.00

NQA 5 Year Warranty .................................. $149.00

**SCHYDEN LUGGAGE FLIGHT KIT ENSEMBLE**
The finest 3-piece flight crew luggage ensemble in the world. Manufactured in the USA using the finest materials and hardware available. Our ensemble is taller with a more slender profile (similar to that of a beverage cart) that allows you to slip down aisles of any aircraft to the flight deck with ease. Black.

FK (Flight Kit): • 12"H x 14"W x 5"D (Ample storage for brand 1000 d water resistant nylon fabric up to 3x stronger and lasts up to 5x longer than standard polyester) • Reliable and durable YKK® zippers and ITW Nexux® Buckles • Integrated Train Reaction™ luggage pouch connecting system (Patent Pending Ser#12/348,857). Dimensions: 22.5. Weight: 13.2 Lbs. Limited lifetime warranty optional 5-Year NQA warranty upgrade.

Dimensions: 22.5. Weight: 13.2 Lbs. Limited lifetime warranty optional 5-Year NQA warranty upgrade. P/N 13-14970 ................... $529.00

Embroidery ........................................ $529.00

P/N 13-14972 ................... $20.00

NQA 5 Year Warranty .................................. $149.00

**WEEKENDER COMBO FLIGHT BAG**
The swing hook for the adjustable shoulder strap is made of metal to ensure heavy load resistance. The shoulder strap has a soft rubber pad for your comfort and to keep the bag in fixed position while carrying on shoulder. This bag is made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant material. Its interior is fully padded and covered with the liner of water repellant taffeta.

Grey ........................................... P/N 13-11385 ................... $86.85

Black ............................................ P/N 13-01434 ................... $80.90

**NORAL EXTRA PADDED HELMET BAG**
The swing hook for the adjustable shoulder strap is made of metal to ensure heavy load resistance. The shoulder strap has a soft rubber pad for your comfort and to keep the bag in fixed position while carrying on shoulder. This bag is made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant material with multi side pockets. Size: (L)17" x (W)6" x (H)10". P/N 13-00186 ................... $19.75

Grey ........................................... P/N 13-11375 ................... $190.75

**BALLISTIC NYLON FLIGHT CASE 18’’**
Many RJ pilots requested a flight case design to fit the RJ cockpit. Using input from RJ pilots, CrewGear® created an RJ specific flight case. It has been flight tested by RJ line pilots who rated it an A+. Outside Dimensions: 18.2" x 12.7" x 5.2". Color: Black. Fits most RJ flight case compartments.

P/N 13-11599 ................... $114.95

**HARDSIDE CARBON FIBER BRIEFCASE**
Large-capacity attache. Sturdy case. Made of metal to ensure heavy load resistance. The front pocket features interlocking zipper for added security. The back of the case is made of carbon fiber and to keep the bag in fixed position while carrying on shoulder. This bag has two open pockets. Has two dividers in the main compartment that can be adjusted to a different position and can be removed if desired. Size: 11” x 23” x 12”. Black.

P/N 13-00186 ................... $190.75

**CFI / IFR PILOT FLIGHT BAG**
This bag has two side pouches equipped for large sized headsets. One of these side pouches has a flap pocket with a zipper closure to store pens, flashlights, ID card and/ or license etc. Inside the main compartment is a removable double open pocket for easy access. The back of the bag has two open pockets. Has two dividers in the main compartment that can be adjusted to a different position and can be removed if desired.

Grey ........................................... P/N 13-11382 ................... $29.95

**ROLLING BALLISTIC NYLON FLIGHT CASE**

Now roll your way through airports, crew parking lot, and down those eternally long concourses easily with CrewGear®'s Rolling Ballistic Nylon flight case. This flight case is loaded with unique features. Best of all, IT ROLLS! Color: Black. Inside dimensions: 18" x 13 1/2 x 6". Outside dimensions: 19 1/2 x 15 1/2 x 10 1/2". P/N 14-00831 ................... $229.95

**ULTIMATE “MULTI-TASKER” FLIGHT BAG PLUS**

It’s a Flight Case, an Overnight Bag, a Brief Case and Computer Bag all in one! Proudly designed by CrewGear®, this bag will accommodate a 2" JEP binder, pilot headset and all related work gear. There is a padded compartment for your Laptop Computer (14" or less), Net Book or iPad. The clothing compartment is perfectly sized for one pair of slacks, one shirt, and all your undergarments. The file-comparator is perfectly sized to hold documents, magazines and newspapers. That’s not all; this bag also comes with a tote bag, and a shock-absorbing padded shoulder strap. Weight: 5.15 lbs. (Empty). Weight: 6.10 lbs. (w/Accessories). P/N 13-11568 ................... $151.90

*PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE*